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Three American Pictures
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Piano music of Robert Matthew-Walker (b.1939)



This album contains almost all of my piano music written since I left the
mainstream classical record business in 1978. During the previous 18 years my 
earlier youthful desire to compose music had been put on hold in the years 
of my army service and subsequent work in the City of London, but was revived 
when in 1972 I casually mentioned to my then boss at CBS Records, Paul Myers, 
that I had studied in Paris with Darius Milhaud. Paul asked to see some of my 
work and showed the score of my (unfinished) Cello Concerto to the cellist 
Leonard Rose, then on a visit to London.  

I was flabbergasted when – according to Paul – Leonard (who had played
under Toscanini, recorded with Bruno Walter and Isaac Stern) said he would like 
to have the finished concerto and hopefully programme it. But the demands of 
my day job in the record business, together with a young family at home, meant 
the score remained incomplete. Some years later, now at RCA, I negotiated a deal 
with the Louisville Orchestra and issued the orchestra’s recording of Milhaud’s 
Sixth Symphony; I mentioned my studies with the composer to the pianist Roger 
Woodward, whom RCA had recently signed. 

Roger urged me to write something for him, and within a short while I had
completed a Sonata in one movement. He premiered it on Warsaw Radio, and 
it was from that time that I returned to composition, albeit intermittently. I was 
not much of a pianist myself. I had given one or two recitals 20 years earlier, so 
I knew my way around the keyboard: imagine my surprise when the critic
Denby Richards, visiting my RCA office, saw a copy of the Sonata on my
secretary’s desk and took it home – without permission! He showed it to his 
wife, the pianist Rhondda Gillespie, who said she would include it in a forthcoming 
recital in Cardiff.
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Leonard Bernstein’s 53rd birthday party in 1971 with Robert Matthew-Walker (back-row, extreme right)



endorsement of the Sonata, which he heard Rhondda give at Fairfield Halls in 
Croydon, eventually led to Craig Sheppard playing the work. 

Rhondda Gillespie had formed a partnership with another Australian pianist, 
Robert Weatherburn. For them and the 1984 St Leonards Festival I wrote my 
Divertimento on a Theme of Mozart, utterly different from my Hamlet Sonata! 
It is an aphoristic patchwork suggested by, alluding to, sometimes quoting from, 
the opening of Mozart’s solo Sonata in F major, K.533. The work is intended as a 
genuinely humorous Divertimento – until a deeper section appears before the 
‘throw-away’ close. In this performance, Mark Bebbington is joined by another 
fine artist, Rebeca Omordia, who has also performed several of my works; their 
account of the Divertimento is exactly what I had in mind whilst writing it. 

A friend of mine, keen that his young daughter should learn to play the piano, 
suggested I write a series of very short pieces for her –”They should be the first 
pieces a child plays from music – but each must have character.”  This proved a 
tougher nut to crack than I imagined; my Battledore suite of five miniatures is 
the result, and I trust they fit the bill. 

My Nocturne and Aubade, two pieces for left hand, arose from separate
impulses: the first from hearing the great Spanish pianist Joaquin Achúcarro 
play Scriabin’s Opus 9 Nocturne for the left hand as an encore after performing 
the Schumann Concerto in Dallas; the second, a Toccata on just three notes, 
from Hans Keller’s challenge: “Write a work on three notes without octave or 
intervallic displacements.” Although composed some years apart, their contrasts 
– certainly in mood – complement one another, joined by a single hand.
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On learning of Rhondda’s intention, I was flummoxed, for Roger intended to 
play the Sonata himself a few weeks earlier – also in Cardiff! Rhondda begged 
me to write another piece for her; my Second Sonata was the result, which she 
premiered in Cardiff in October 1977.  My Second Sonata, in four short
movements and written quickly, may have suited the purpose for which it was 
intended, but subsequently I felt it was not one of my better pieces, and have 
since withdrawn it. 

When later, Rhondda was to give the opening recital at the 1980 Buxton Festival, 
she asked for a new piano work. By then, I had left the mainstream classical 
record business and composition had become a larger part of my life; Rhondda’s 
commission was just the spur I needed. That year’s Buxton Festival had a
Shakespearean theme and I had long wanted to write a work around the
character of Hamlet. My resultant Fantasy-Sonata Hamlet is neither programmatic 
nor a character portrait – although I trust the emotional content is clear. In one 
continuous movement, it is – in so far as music can be – a metaphysical work 
wherein events occur causing distinctive changes unified by a constant pulse 
and its multiples and by a linking tonal thread, centred upon F minor. 

The Sonata proceeds through five sections, prefaced by a slow introduction. A 
fiery Allegro is followed by a quiet scherzando section full of incessant irregular
triplets, before a dramatic middle section, wildly obsessive, melts into an
extended Nocturne, the first moment of calm, leading to aleatoric lines over 
steady tolling. The Sonata, dedicated to Hans Keller, ends with the faintest hint 
of an unanswered question. Hans had urged me to write music from my record 
company days: when I protested I hardly had time, he countered: “You can write 
four or five bars a day, can’t you? On the train, in the bath, out shopping?” Hans’s
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Mark Bebbington has been a staunch promoter of my Hamlet Sonata, performing 
it often; more recently, he gave the first performance of my Concertante on a 
Theme of Paganini (yes, it’s that theme!) for piano and double-string orchestra 
with the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra under Jan Latham Koenig. In 2016, Mark 
asked for a short work for inclusion in recitals, or for use as an encore –
“Something different,” he said. “Right,” I thought, “you want something different, 
you’ll get something different!”  The result was A Bad Night in Los Angeles, a 
piece of disco dance music for piano – transferred to the recital room.

It arose from an experience I had as Director of Marketing for CBS in Los Angeles 
in 1974. One evening, I wandered into a nightclub off Sunset Boulevard to hear 
a new driving Latin rock band, Azteca: I was astonished when they opened their 
set with a modern-dance version of the opening sequence of Darius Milhaud’s 
Concerto for Percussion and Small Orchestra of 1930, introducing the number 
Mamita Linda. Having studied with Milhaud, and knowing the Concerto, what 
began as a bad night in Los Angeles finally turned out well: I hope my piece 
does, too. It takes the form of two conjoined dances in medium-fast tempo – 
a faster section in D minor reflects the Latin connection, as a dual homage to 
the Mexican guitarist Carlos Santana and his eponymous band, before the first 
section returns.

Sometime after playing A Bad Night numerous times, Mark asked for two
companion pieces, playable separately or as a three-movement Suite. In 2021, 
I wrote Break Dancing in Washington Square and At Gershwin’s Tomb. These, 
of course, are ‘New York’ pieces: the first emulates the astonishing break-dancers 
one sees daily near the Washington Square Park’s entrances; the second, a 
slower bluesy contemplation, alludes to serial-thematicism, acknowledging

Robert Matthew-Walker with actor Simon Callow at a Grieg Society of Great Britain reception at the
Norwegian Ambassador’s residence, London in October 2022

Schoenberg’s admiration of the American genius at his passing. The pieces
together form the triptych Three American Pictures.

In the Summer of 1960, as a soldier in the British Army, I was one of a squad driven 
to Shepperton Studios to participate in a feature film, Tunes of Glory, starring 
Alec Guinness and John Mills. During a break in filming, I got into conversation 
with a Hollywood actor, appearing in another film on a nearby set. He was
surprised that we were genuine soldiers, and spoke of one of his fellow-
countrymen, General Douglas MacArthur, whose 80th birthday had recently
occurred, with such passion that any later reference to MacArthur always
intrigued me. In 1962, General MacArthur visited West Point military academy, 
when he spoke of hopes for peace in his “evening of memory”, a phrase so
typical of his outlook. I have never forgotten his words; many years later, on
writing this contemplative solo piano piece for Mark Bebbington I used General 
MacArthur’s phrase. The Evening of Memory, is not at all militaristic: it has
three inherently different ideas, each with the interval of a fourth. Near the close 
these ideas unite, as if ‘recollected in tranquillity.’
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Mark Bebbington
Mark Bebbington is fast gaining a reputation as 
one of today’s most strikingly individual British 
pianists. His 30 discs of British music for SOMM 
have  met   with   international acclaim. Notably 
his recent cycles of Frank Bridge, John Ireland and 
Vaughan Williams have attracted nine consecutive 
sets of five-star reviews in BBC Music Magazine. His 
parallel series of French music on Resonus Classics 
has met with similar acclaim and his recording of 
Poulenc’s   Piano   Concertos   with   the   Royal
Philharmonic Orchestra and Jan Latham-Koenig 
was nominated for a Gramophone Award last year.

In complete contrast, Fantasy on a Theme from Malcolm Arnold was written 
quickly in tribute to another composer-friend in his centenary year. In 1988, I
became Managing Director of Alfred Lengnick & Co. Ltd – Arnold’s first
publishers. I met Malcolm and his carer Anthony Day (dedicatee of Malcolm’s 
Ninth Symphony) regularly, and acquired several of his unpublished scores for 
Lengnick. I felt that the popularity and easeful communication of Malcolm’s 
work militated against critical acceptance – a view shared by Hans Keller. One 
Sunday early in 2021, I began a commemorative piano piece, taking  the four 
notes from his name: A, C, A, D [m-A-l-C-olm A-r-n-o-l-D]; the result flowed with 
a fluency as I am sure his music flowed from his prolific pen. I dedicated it to 
another Malcolm Arnold admirer, Margaret Fingerhut; she has agreed that ‘her’ 
piece should be included in this collection.

When I was at RCA I released two albums by John McCabe – one, of his own 
matchless piano music; the second, of Grieg’s late masterpieces, Slåtter
(Norwegian Peasant Dances, Op.72) and Stimmungen (Moods, Op.73) – the Grieg 
recordings are reissued on SOMMCD 0154. I knew John well, and was able to
ensure the reissue of recordings of his music in his later years. He was fascinated 
to learn of my studies with Milhaud, but like many others I was devastated to 
learn of John’s passing in 2015 from an inoperable brain tumour. I began a
memorial piano piece – yet I never felt the results were worthy. Not until six 
years later did I feel I had realised my intentions as I should have wished in
The Fields Are White Already – the title is a Biblical quotation, and it is this
essentially contemplative piece which concludes Mark Bebbington’s recital.

Robert Matthew-Walker © 2023   
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Over recent seasons, Mark has toured extensively  throughout Central and Northern 
Europe, the Far East and North America and has performed at major UK venues 
with the London Philharmonic, Philharmonia and Royal Philharmonic Orchestras, 
and the London Mozart Players. As a recitalist, he makes regular appearances at major 
UK and international festivals. Recently, Mark made his highly successful Carnegie Hall 
debut with Leon Botstein and the American Symphony Orchestra in the US premiere of 
Richard Strauss’s Parergon.

Upcoming projects include continuing releases for the SOMM and Resonus Classics
labels, performances with the Czech National and Royal Philharmonic Orchestras 
during 2022/23 and appearances at major concert series and festivals both in the UK 
and throughout Europe.

MarkBebbingtonPianomarkbebbington.co.uk
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Rebeca Omordia
Rebeca Omordia, of Nigerian and
Romanian heritage, is internationally 
celebrated as a virtuoso award-winning 
pianist as well  as for her ground-
breaking work founding The African 
Concert Series, now an established 
part of the London music scene. For 
a number of years she was the duo 
partner of Julian Lloyd Webber and 
now enjoys a busy career as a soloist, 
recording artist and Artistic Director.

@RebecaOmordiarebecaomordia.com
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“Fascinating… extraordinarily varied textures and colours… 
richly rewarding music”

Gramophone

“A revelatory disc”
The Observer

“Bebbington’s performance is idiomatically spot on [in] this
splendid release”

International Piano

“This constantly revealing and pleasing CD… these are discoveries” 
MusicWeb International


